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beamm and leaf edges. The multicollimator leafs are tightly conformed to the planning 
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Figuree 3-2. Beam's-eye-view of the medial tangential field of wide split tangent technique. 
Blockk (BK) placed in the lower left corner to spare as much heart (H) as possible 
withoutt compromising coverage of the breast (B) and IMC 70 
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perpendicularr to the dorsal field border. The MHD of the rectangular field 
(MHDrectangukr)) is measured to the medial field border determined by the collimator 
jaw,, while the MHD of the conformal field (MHDconfomui) is measured to the medial 
fieldd border determined by the conformal block 93 

Figuree 4-2. Difference between the IMRT and conformal dose distribution in percentage 
off  the prescribed dose. The plane perpendicular to the beam axis at the position 
wheree the largest part of the heart is inside the conformal fields for patient 15 is 
shownn in (A) and (B). The area where the dose is lower for the IMRT technique is 
shownn in (A), while the area where the dose is higher for the IMRT technique is 
shownn in (B) 95 

Figuree 4-3. Calculated NTCP values for late cardiac mortality for the rectangular field 
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Figuree 4-4. NTCP for late cardiac mortality versus MHD for the rectangular ) and 
conformall  (O) techniques. The data of a previous study (X) using the rectuangular 
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throughh all data points using a second order polynomial, while the dotted lines show 
thee 95% confidence interval of the fitted curve (r^O.88). The dotted rectangle 
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Figuree 5-2. A simplified flow chart of the target-eye-view (TEV) mapping program. 
Planningg target volume, organ at risk, and beam's eye view are abbreviated as PTV, 
OR,, and BEV, respectively 109 

Figuree 5-3. (a) Lateral view of a radiation beam along the central axis. The '+' (symbol) in 
thee circle is the isocenter within the planning target volume (PTV). Various organs at 
riskk (A, B, C, and D) exist around the PTV. The outer-most lines delineate the 
geometricc penumbra. Both A and B have at least one point of overlap. A is a distal 
hitt and B is a proximal hit. C is a miss. D is a marginal hit. (b) Beam's eye view (BEV) 
alongg the central axis. The point source projects shadows from the planning target 
volumee (PTV) and organs at risk. The outermost circle delineates the geometric 
penumbra.. Both A and B are hits. C is a miss. D is a marginal hit. This BEV 
correspondss to a point on the spherical target-eye-view map 110 
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dimensionall  structural anatomy for an optic chiasm. Structures A and B, the planning 
targett volume (PTV), and optic chiasm, respectively, are depicted inside a transparent 
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structuress (C-optic nerves, D-left optic globe, E-right optic globe) are provided for 
orientation.. Isocenter is within the PTV and lies concentric with the mapped sphere. 
Thee dark area above represents forbidden angles, where the gantry and table collide. 
Thee grey area in the middle represents distal hits, where the entire critical structure 
liess beyond the isocenter. The light area below represents proximal hits, where part of 
thee critical structure lies closer than the isocenter. No complete misses are seen since 
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Figuree 5-6. A composite spherical target-eye-view map for a patient with pituitary tumor. 
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(p=23°)(p=23°) in both maps of Figs. 5-6 and 5-7. According to the lightness of the spot, 
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Figuree 6-3. Typical objective cost function surface and contour plots corresponding to 
planss 3CDRT (A and B) and sIMRT (C and D). The ordinate axis is the optimized 
objectivee cost value while the abscissas represent the gantry angles for the 
correspondingg beams. The 'x's mark the global minimum at (300°, 130°) and (130°, 
300°)) for uniform beams and (305°, 105°) and (105°, 305°) for non-uniform beams. 
Beamm transposition does not affect the cost so two global minima exist. Figure 6-3D 
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showss the bimodal solutions near (305°, 105°) and (300°, 155°) with a local 
maximumm at (300°, 130°) 127 

Figuree 6-4. Typical axial dose distributions comparing 3CDRT (A) and sIMRT (B) plans. 
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Figuree 6-5. Renormalized (A) and un-normalized (B) dose-volume histograms (DVHs) 
comparingg optimized segment weights for a typical patient. The lines represent the 
optimall  3DCRT and sIMRT beam orientations using maximum breast dose 
thresholdss of 55 Gy (sIMRT55) and 60 Gy (i.e. sIMRT60). The volumes of interest 
aree the breast and the heart. The 3DCRT DVH has excellent target coverage but 
limitedd cardiac sparing. The sIMRT60 DVH has excellent target coverage with 
dramaticc heart sparing but increased target dose heterogeneity. The sIMRT55 DVH 
hass similar heart sparing, improved target dose homogeneity but slightly inferior 
targett coverage (as measured by the volume enclosed by the 95% isosurface) 
comparedd to sIMRTóO 129 

Figuree 7-1. A typical full fluence intensity profile seen from a tangential beam's-eye-view 
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segmentss (A, B and Q used in the simplified IMRT plans. The dotted lines represent 
thee outlines for the planning target volume (PTV), the heart (HRT) and the left lung 
(LNG).. The solid line around the PTV represents segment A, defined as the PTV 
withh a 6 mm margin. Segment B is defined as segment A minus the heart outline 
shownn vertically hatched. Segment C is defined as segment B minus the left lung 
outlinee shown horizontally hatched. For clarity, margins are not drawn to scale 151 

Figuree 7-3. A schematic diagram demonstrating the geometry of beam orientation, 
planningg target volume (PTV) and organ at risk (OR). Parallel beams, used clinically, 
cannott adequately spare the OR and cover the PTV. Regions of relative underdosage 
aree indicated by the solid arrows. More optimal beams with a hinge angle of 210° 
betterr spare the OR and cover the PTV but at the cost of increased target dose 
inhomogeneity.. Regions of relative overdosage are indicated by the dotted arrow 152 
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beams.. The encircled portion is magnified and corresponds to the region of 
underdosagee where the PTV and HRT overlap. Note the greater dose inhomogeneity 
presentt with the SI plans: SI-C and SI-O. There is less target underdosage going from 
clinicall  to optimal beam orientations and better cardiac sparing with the IMRT plans 
(comparedd to the CN-C plans). The maximum dose to the heart corresponds to the 
beamm orientation with the -C plans being slightly higher than the -O plans 155 
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heartt sparing improves but with greater target dose inhomogeneity. There is less 
targett underdosage going from clinical to optimal beam orientations and better 
cardiacc sparing with the IMRT plans (compared to the CN-C plans) 156 
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